LIDSAVER™ CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

ADA Compliant

Over time “lid dust” or other debris may need to be
removed from the LidSaver to keep its appearance as
fresh and clean as possible. Follow these simple steps
as needed.
housing screws

Door springs

Tools: Flat and Phillips screwdriver, cotton cloth, mild
ceaning agent. Do not use power tools during these
steps. Excessive tightening may cause damage.
1. Remove all lids from LidSaver™ dispenser
2. Remove the door springs using a screwdriver
or needle nose pliers. The springs have a
specially designed loop which makes it easier
to remove or attach them. You do not have to
completely remove the springs.
3. Remove the four screws holding the housing.
4. Remove the housing by working it around the door.
Once you have removed the housing you can use a
clean, damp cotton cloth and soapy water to remove the
lid dust debris. To clean inside the LidSaver tube, simply
push the “pusher plate” back inside the tube and clean
as needed.

Housing
Piston

When you are finished removing the “lid dust/debris”
use a separate clean, damp, cotton cloth to wipe the
inside and outside of the housing to remove dust an streaks.
Optional Steps 5-7 While you have the housing remove
we recommend these procedures.

Pagers

5. Saturate each “Pager Assembly” with warm soapy water
several times. Flex flipper portion of pager as your
cleaning to insure flippers operate freely.
6. While pushing “Piston” to the back of the tube, wipe
down bottom of tube to keep piston operating freely.
7. Spread a small amount of thick-bodied lubricant (Food
Grade Silicone, Vaseline, etc.) to each of the two (2) door
pivot points. Apply lubricant with the door fully open and
also underneath with the door in a closed position. Apply
a small amount of lubricant to each housing screw prior
to installing.
8. Replace housing taking care to not overtighten screws.
9. Reload the LidSaver with lids.
10. Reattach the door springs.
Please refer to the maintenance manual that
came with your LidSaver for other cleaning and
maintenance tips. If you do not have a manual or
would like a replacement please contact
Acry Fab at the number below or download the
manual at: http://lidsaver.com/FAQs.html
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